
HCL’s rapid
deployment to overcome
supply chain challenges



HCL SAP IBP Rapid Deployment offering to overcome 
COVID response supply chain challenges

Companies were already facing supply chain Issues related to: 

Covid-19 has aggravated the supply chain planning challenges due to an 
unprecedented level of uncertainty and volatility.

To help companies overcome COVID response supply chain challenges, 
HCL o�ers two rapid IBP deployment solutions leveraging 90 days com-
plementary o�er of SAP.

Lack of visibility across Organization's Supply Chain
network
Inability to quickly respond to issues in multi-tier supply chains
Inability to manage inventory shortages and capacity constraints
Multiplication of the distribution channels
Di�culties associated with planning/supplying through alternative 
sources



In collaboration with SAP, HCL o�ers an IBP program to overcome 
your near-term demand and supply challenges. HCL will help set 
up SAP IBP with your organization data using our best practices 
templates to strengthen the ability of your supply chain team to 
make key decisions during this unprecedented crisis and enable 
critical planning capabilities.

O�ering 1 - Crisis Management (Near-term)

HCL will work with your supply chain stakeholders to 
unleash the power of IBP : 

Unlock the power of visualization 

Unlock the power of Simulation    
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The solution has been specifically developed to not only help organizations 
visualize key constrains in their supply chain, but also enables organization 
to perform simulations through scenario planning to identify the potential 
and most optimal solutions*.

* This solution can provide value in term of the organization’s inventory visibility from as 
early as 4 week of project initiation and can provide basis simulation capabilities within 
six weeks of project initiation (assuming a flat file transactional data load)

Once the pandemic ends, companies will have uncovered weak 
links in their supply chain, and they will need to quickly focus on 
replenishing their inventory while mitigation any further network 
disruption. IBP simulation capabilities, both in volume and currency, 
will help companies develop scenarios and make decisions on how 
to best build a post-COVID-19 resilient supply chain.

O�ering 2 - Strengthen the Foundation
(Mid-term to Long-term) 



Within 10 weeks, HCL will work with your organization to design and pilot 
how your sales and operating planning process can be strengthened by 
leveraging the power of SAP IBP to drive the most critical transformations 
of your supply chain towards resiliency and e�ciency.

Using our activate + agile delivery model, the implementation timeline 
delivers a fully tested and integrated solutions to rapidly deploy standard 
supply chain scenarios.
 



HCL will deliver a solution that is:

Robust and Scalable 
to have clear 

visibility of supply 
chain network 

Adaptable
to changing needs 
and situations that 

arise.

Integrated
with multiple 

sources of data

Suitable
for SAP and 

non-SAP 
customers alike.

Week 1-2 - Discover 

Define requirements
Setup environment
Design planning 
data elements

Week 3-8 Design & Build

Deploy HCL IBP 
templates
Customize solution
Analytics  Dashboards 

Week 9-10 Deliver

Business user demo
Solution refinement
User acceptance test

Week 11 - Deploy

Production Go-Live
Start of Hypercare 
support
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Vision & Planning
Understand the needs and goals. 
Define the process scope. Identify 

area Repeat Experience & Process of 
uniqueness or difference. Prep the 

application landscape
with accelerator & best 

practices

Demo & Validate

We get hands-on-with site visits, 
system demo’s, fit-to- standard 
workshop, and process deviation 

governance

Build & Iterate

We migrate, extend, automate, and 
test for business outcomes delivering 

in spirit-based value packages.

Launch & Learn

We operate, monitor, measure, 
observe, and learn. Then preserve

or pivot.
REPEATEXPERIENCES & PROCESS



HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade today. HCL’s 
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, through its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and entrepreneurial 
culture of ideapreneurship™ enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.
 
HCL o�ers its services and products through three lines of business - IT and Business Services (ITBS), 
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to 
transform their businesses through o�erings in areas of Applications, Infrastructure, Digital Process 
Operations, and next generation digital transformation solutions. ERS o�ers engineering services and 
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering while under P&P. HCL provides 
modernized software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements. 
Through its cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities, and broad global network, HCL 
delivers holistic services in various industry verticals, categorized under Financial Services, Manufacturing, 
Technology & Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences, and Healthcare and Public Services.
 
As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability, 
and education initiatives. As of 12 months ending on December 31, 2019, HCL has a consolidated revenue of 
US$ 9.7 billion and its 149,173 ideapreneurs operate out of 45 countries. For more information, visit 
www.hcltech.comwww.hcltech.com


